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1.  Introduction 

Let (.    be a topological group and Pt(£) a semi-group of 

finite positive measures on (A,    That is to say, t 
I --IT " Ps(do-)pt(o

rxE) = Ps+t(E) s,t > 0 and EC L.  it follows that 

V    r • 
Ps(6)pt(6) = ps+t(u)» s°that  Pt^/) = eCt for some c» 

after replacing P+.C3) by e"c p^(E) we may therefore assume 

P+CLI ) = 1 for t > 0. We shall also assume that lim p+.(E) = 1 
%   (J tblO t 

whenever E is a neighborhood of the identity e of (j,. 
J 

The Pt(E) give rise to a semi-group 5,  of linear trans- 

formations on the Banach space of bounded continuous functions 

on '   : 
i 

3tf.(*) I  pt(dcr)f(Ta-), 

7 
where S.f.(T) is the value of the function S^f at 7. The 

S.  have these properties! 

lim S.f = f 
t\»0 z 

inf S.f (?) ^ inf f(7)    t > 0 

Vt = 5tLcr a e A, t > 0 

Here La is the left translation 1^,(7) = f(orlr) and the 

first equality holds for every f which is uniformly continuous 

in the left uniform topology of /?. The second property men- 

tioned is equivalent to the statement that S.f = f if f is 

a constant and S.f £ 0 if f £ 0. 

If we suppose that {.     is locally compact we may, altering 

7 
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+-h;=> situation slightly, start with a semi-group So. and derive 

a semi-group Pt(E) from which the S.  are obtained in the 

manner just described.  If n     is not compact,  let Q,   be its 

nne-point compactification;'the point at infinity a ' is to be 

kept fixed under automorphisms and left and right translations 

of (p.    When u,   is compact take (i    to be (V itself \  all state- 

ments concerning a are vacuous in this case. Now let C    be 

the Banach space of continuous functions on Q   and (S. ).>0 
a 

semi-group of bounded linear transformations on C satisfying 

(1) lim S.f = f f c Z 

(2) minS.f (r) > min, f (r)    f e £\ t > 0 t 

(3)      L(JSt = 8tL(y t > 0, 0- c 
f 

It follows from (2) that the bound of 3.  is 1.  Hence for 

each t > 0 and each T    in u    there is a measure Q.{t,\l)    on 

U   such that 

3tf.(r) = I qt(r,da)f(cr). 

1 It also follows from (2) that q.(r,E) £ 0 and qt(t, £) = 1. 

Now (3) implies that q. (crr»crE) = qt(r»E) for ere//, tc 

n *      r E c (.  .  Thus there is a measure P-H(E) = qt(e,E) on L,    such 

that qt(f,E) = p.(t E) for every T in u.     It is easy to 

see that if i*     is not compact qo.(a,E)  is  1 or 0 according 
I 

as E contains a or not.  Otherwise qt(a,E) would be 

strictly positive for some compact set E not containing a=, 

we could then take a sequence o~,  so that the sets of E are 

pairwise disjoint and obtain from (3) the absurd conclusion 

JL 
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1 = q+.(atci') £ £ q.C^oT^-E) = £ q^(a,E) = oo. z       ?-kt   K     k L 

We define the convolution F * G of two measures on L » 

each of total measure one, by 

F * G (E) = f   F(dcr)G(c-'*1E)      E C (1 •      Jf / 
F * G,(a) = F(a) + G(a) - F(a)G(a). 

With this definition, the semi-group property of the S.  implies 

ps * pt = ps+f 

Finally (1) implies at once that Pt(E) -» 1 as t^'O 

whenever E is a neighborhood of e. 

Let us call a semi-group satisfying (1), (2) and (3) a 

probability semi-group. The justification of this name will 

become clear in Section 5« 

Our object is to characterize all probability semi-groups 
-> 

on an arbitrary Lie group {>. We deal with the o.  rather 

than the corresponding P+.(E) because the characterization 

is most neatly stated in terms of the infinitesimal generator 

M of the semi-group 8. . Recall that M is the linear trans- 

formation whose domain jG is precisely the set of those f 

in ^ for which 

(h) lim £(S.f - f) 
t^O z    z 

exists, and whose value at an f in fi    is given by the limit 

(k).  It is well known that the domain ]J   of M is dense in 

£ and that the range of each 3.  is contained in )j. AISO, 

if one defines 

—-ti 



Rf = / e"tStf dt, 

then R is a one-to-one bounded linear transformation of X   on 

$  , and for every f In & 

R(l - M)f = f. 

These properties of the infinitesimal generator all follow 

from (1) and the fact that the norm of each 3  is one. Taking 

(2) and (3) into account we proceed to derive the explicit repre- 

sentation of M under the assumption that (L,    is a Lie group. 

The next section discusses some preliminaries, two of which — 

the lemmas in parts D and E — are essential to the main argu- 

ment.  Section 3 proves that the infinitesimal generator of a 

probability semi-group must have a certain form, and Section k 

proves that every transformation of that form generates a proba- 

bility semi-group.  These results are summarized in the theorem 

of Section 5» this section also contains a brief interpretation 

from the point of view of the theory of probability. Finally, 

in Section 6, we show that when the 3. are 'self-adjoint' the 

expression for M takes on a particularlysimple form. 

We introduce the compactification h-   (and the attendant 

nuisance of the exceptional point a) only as a technical device 

to make several proofs easier than they would be if, say, we 

treated only functions on it   vanishing at infinity.  In order 
/ 

to insure p.(a) = 0, so that the P+CE) are distributions on 

9 , we have only to require that  sup 3.f (r) can be made 
r 9      ' 

arbitrarily close to 1 for some function f in G    which 

satisfies f(a) = 0 and f(r) <,  1 for all T   in 

;• 
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The consideration of arbitrary Lie groups, rather than 

separable ones, brings with it no greater generality. One can 

see this by noting that a finite measure u on (L   must vanish 

on all but a countable number of cosets of the connected com- 

ponent N of e in Lp,    Thus the collection V[/   of those cosets 

of N on which P*.(-£) differs from zero for some rational t 

is a countable set; let tp    be the separable group generated by 
Or "? t 

the elements of cosets in /I   and U     the compactification of 

(L    using the same point a as for (2*    Now consider any func- 

tion f in v which vanishes outside some compact set 

which has no point in common with Q  . Since fpt(da)f(a) 

vanishes for all rational t and is a continuous function of 

t, it must vanish for all t.  Hence for all t the measure 

p^(E) is confined to L  .  It is easy to see that the semi-group 

defined by the P-f-(^) acting on the continuous functions on 

(j        is a probability semi-group from which the original semi- 

group S.  can be obtained by left translations. 

2. Preliminaries 

Let us dispose of some matters which otherwise would inter- 

rupt the course of the argument. 

A) Let X ,...,Xn be a fixed basis of the left invariant Lie 

algebra of u   and ^ a right invariant Haar measure. Setting 

>~; = exp(sX ), we have, for every differentiable function f, s 

(1) X^.CT) = lim J{f(T§g) - f(T)|. 

It follows that if f and g are smooth and vanish outside a 

compact set 
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(2) /x^.Ccr) g(cr)i)Cdcr) = -   /f(dO Xig (cr) i) (dcr). 

If    A    is an operator of the form 

(3) A = ZajX1 + Za^xV = A]_ + A2 

we may assume that a^. = a,. , for p^aii " aii^x x " x^x ) 

is an element of the Lie algebra and may be adsorbed into the 

first sum.  The representation of A, supposing the a..  sym- 

metric, is unique.  It is clear then that any left invariant, 

second order, linear, differential operator which vanishes on 

constants may be written in the form (3) with the a.  and a.. 

constant, and that the operators A., and Ap are uniquely 

determined. Making use of (2), we see that 

0*) f^2f.(or)| g(o-)/v(dcr) =  /f(cr) Apg.Ccr) jJ(dcr), 

so that Ap is self-adjoint with respect to the measure lK 

B) Let £*  be the set of those functions in X>   which have 

continuous derivative of order k, and ft  the subset of Xt 

i     11 i2   \ comprising those f for which X f X X .. .X *T extend 
"it 

by continuity to become functions in 6, 

The norm on V>   is ||f| \n  = sup_if(r)|. On £K we define 

the norm 

o r7 
liar ||k = lif ll0 +       s      (m\ ||0+...+ HxW.-xS \\\, 

IT » • • • >lv *" ' 

thus making Q,      a Banach space. X>   » considered as a subspace 

of Z,  is dense in Cj the left translations of L,  leave Z 
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invariantj and IlL^f - f ||k-> 0 as a -» e, provided f is in 

C) In Section h  we shall use the fact that differential 

operators can be approximated in the following way "by difference 

quotients. 

Consider A = Sa.X + Za.JC X% where the matrix (a^) is 

positive semi-definite. The expression for A    at e in a 

suitable coordinate system is 

Af (e) =  S b, £f- (e) +  E  d~4 Ce) 
l£i£n x axi     l£i£m <*x!r 

with m some integer between 0 and n. Let us set 

K = 1 + z|b,|  and take P  to be the point of (jL  whose 

coordinates are x-?(Pr) = b-j/r, riZ    the point x.(rj ) = 6.,.,/r, 

and £  the point x-j($p) = -&.« .t/r. For every function f in 

g2 the quantity 

r[f(Pr)-f(e)] + r
2  2  [f (i£)+f (gj;)-2f (e)] 

r lgi^m    r    r 

differs from Af.(e) by terms which are dominated by the 

oscillations of the first and second derivatives of f, with 

respect to the coordinates x^, in the neighborhood 

Jx1(o~)| < K/r of e. Observe that if one considers only sets 

E which are all contained in a fixed sufficiently small 

neighborhood of e, then the oscillations of the derivatives 

and a2, over E can be majorized by an expression 

Zc±  osCgCX^) + Zc±.  osCgCX^f) 
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where the coefficients ci and c.. depend neither on f nor 

on E. 

By making a left translation we have 

(5) 11m r[f(tP J-f(T)] + lim r2  2 [f (x nh+f (t^)-2f (t)] = Af.(t) 
r-»co     r       r->co  l5Ji£m 

for every f in 3  and every -<; in 6'.  It follows from the 

definition of (§ , moreover, that the limits exist uniformly in T. 

Let us set Af.(a) = 0. Taking into account the coefficients 

in (5) we see that there is a sequence of finite positive measures 

a (E) on Q. -  e such that for every f in jj 

(6) I [f(to-)-f("C)] u^do") -> Af,(r)    r->oo 

£ -e 
in the metric of O, provided that A = Ea.X1 + Za-.X^-X*1 with 

(a..) positive semi-definite. 

D) For p and f continuous on (A  , with p vanishing outside 

some compact set, define 

p * f (r) = | p(^"1)f(^r) ^(dij) = | p(a-^1)f(^() ;y(d^). 

If f is in S1 then p * f is in u1 and 

(7) 

X1(p*f).(T)= lim  [ p(» x) 5— — y(d«?) 
s-»0 J   ( s l 

=  p()? 
L)    lim  * s ; — V(d-;) = p * X*f .(f) 

J       (        s-K>      s 

because the limit under the integral exists uniformly for r,% 

restricted to any compact set. 

On the other hand, assume that f is in  C> and that p, 

besides vanishing outside a compact neighborhood ov  of e, 

belongs to G • Then p * f belongs to £  and 
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•iv,-l>       _/-,V-1 

X  (p * f)  (r) =    lim 

(8)     =   "•      — 4 — «1^" Cd)j) 

,.,yrt - pen"1: 
lim         « h; fOj'TOvCdn) 

=   (A*P) * f (r) 

where 

(9) Ajp  (<r)  =    lim  ^ . 
r * s->0 s 

A few words must be said about the passage to the limit. Res- 

trict Y to a compact set E and consider only those s which 

are so small that £^ belongs to 1(} then p(?£g*T cr) - p(cr) 

vanishes if o- does not belong to the compact set E\^~ E~ li. 

The limit in (9) exists uniformly for cr in El^E  1/ and 

f in E. So g jp^^gf o") " P(o*)/» considered as a function 

of cr, is a Cauchy family in L (y,C?) as s->0 and satisfies 

the Cauchy condition uniformly for X   in S.  Thus the inver- 

sion of the integration and limit in (8) is justified. 

These are the results we need in proving the following 

lemma, which will form the basis for the next section. 

Lemma.  Let jj   be a dense linear manifold in 75 which contains 

all constants and has the property that p * g is in P when- 

ever g is in L    and p is a continuous function vanishing 

—1_ 
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outside a compact set, and let the positive number c and the 

compact subset E of u,   be given. Then (i) for every f in 

G   there is a g in Jj   such that 

g tZ2>  e(e) " f(e)' A.^ = X^.Ce) 

IU - gll0 < ct IX^.Cr) - X^/r)! < c for  fcE, 

and (ii) if f is in X»      we may further achieve 

X*XJg.(e) = xVfJe), JxVf.Cr) - xVg,(r)j < c for r& E. 

We shall content ourselves with the proof of part (i), for 

the proof of part (ii) is much the same. 

Let f then be in Q  . We first choose p in To , non- 

negative, vanishing outside a compact neighborhood \{   of e, 

so that 

IIP * f - f!l0 < | 

jxi(p*f).(r) - x^.Cr)! = |p*(xif).(r) - x^.cr)! < | for tcE, 

and set 

K=    (p(f[
1) V{an) +      2        max     [ Uip(Tf1) j l) (dn). 

7 \ v        l|i^n   rcE   J     r     ^ *> 

Take    g    in   JJ    so that   ) j f -  g 11     < ^ .    Then    | = p * g    is 

in j?V)0       and 

UP » g - P * fll0 = UP * (i - f)ll0 < K- ^ = | 

|X1(p*g).(r) - Xi(p»f)#(r)|  =   |(A*p)*(g-f)#(?)|   < K'^ = | forte E. 

So   ||f -  g||0  < 6    and     JX^Cr)  - X^.Cr)!   < 6    for   r c E. 
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Using what we have just proved, we find functions 

^l'***'^n in   n        so that yi^e) and xly-i.(e) are near 

0 and 6^.. By a linear change of variables y. = 2a..y, + bi 

we obtain y±    in frn &     satisfying yi(e) = 0, xVj.Ce) = 6±J 

If A = Z max jy,(r)l + Z max [X^-y,  (?)i  then the function 
i XiC i,j tcE J 

g = g - (g(e) - f(e)) - Z ^g.Ce) - X^.Ce)} y± 

agrees with f at e through terms of first order and also 

Ik- g 110 < & + & + &A = (2 + A)6 

|Xif#(r) - X^g.Ml   <  b  + 6A = (1 + A)6 for tcE, 

Since 6 is arbitrary, wo have proved part (i). 

E) Let Y be a compact space,  I = [0,co), and f = f(t,x) a 

continuous function on Ix / with the property; 

(10) If f(t,x ) = min f(t,x) then && (t,x„) £ 0. o   xc^ dt, o - 

It is not difficult to show that then for every t > 0 

(11) min f(t,x) Z   minf(0,x) 
XCX      " XCA 

By adding a constant to f we may assume in the proof that 

min f(0,x) = 1.  Let c be positive and consider the function 

g(t,x) = ec f(t,x), which achieves its minima (for given t) at 

the same points of Y as does f(t,x).  Now assume that 

g(t,x) < 1 - c for some pair (t,x) and some c in (0,1). 

There must then be a pair (t >x ) such that g(^0»
x
0) = 1 - e, 

t > 0, and g(t,x) > 1 - c for all t in [0,t ). Conse- 

quently -rf (t »xQ) £ °»  
0n the other hand  g(t0>

x
0) = 
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ct 
inin g(t   .x) = e        niin f(t   ,x),  so that 
xcX       ° xcjr       ° 

ft (t0.x0) = e0*0 ft (t0,x0) + cg(t0,x0) i c(l -  c) > 0, ; 

and we have arrived at a contradiction. Therefore g(t,x) £ 1 

for all t and xj by letting c decrease to zero we obtain the 

same result for f. 

Consider now a sumi-group (T+-^t>0 °*" bouncied linear trans- 

formations of the Banach space ?»()() of continuous functions 

on Y   which satisfies 

! lim T.f = f    f c % (Y) , 

and denote by A the infinitesimal generator of T. , which we 

assume to have domain dense in !£(Y ). 

Lemma. The semi-group Tt has the property 

(12) mln T.f (x) £ min f(x)   f c ti(X) 

if and only if 

(13) Af^(x ) £ 0 whenever f belongs to the domain of A 

and f(x ) = min f(x). 
°   «X 

Assuming that (12) is true and that Af is defined, we 

have 

Af (x ) = lim i /T.f (x ) - f(x )) 

Z    lim r/min T^f (x) - min f(x) 
~ t^iO r (x^X Z  *     xc)( 

* 0 . 
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Thus (13) is also true. 

Assuming that (13) is true, we note that for f in %( %.) 

and t positive the function T.f is in the domain of A, so 

that 

ItV = ATtf     * > ° • 
Thus the function f(t,x) = Stf#(x) satisfies (10) and, accord- 

ing to (11), the inequality (12) must hold. 

3.  TJ2£ Infinitesimal Generator. 

We turn now to the study of the infinitesimal generator M 

of a probability semi-group S.  on a Lie group U . 

If u is a bounded measure on U   the transformation 

L i i. -» (JI defined by 
r 

Y-M-Jn'Wr"? > • 

is bounded; also LS^ = S^L, for S.  commutes with left trans- 

lations.  Hence 

S.L^f - Luf         S.f - f ") 
11m ^ r Z = L ( lim -*-x  

exists for every f in JJ, so that Lu/J is included in j7. 

Moreover AT is dense in 0> and contains all constants.  Conse- 

quently the hypotheses of the lemma in part D of Section 2 are 

fulfilled by V. 

An appropriate use of the lemma yields the existence of a 

function <P in Of n~G with the properties 9(e) = Xicp.(e) = 0, 

xV?,(8) = 6iJ, ?(r) > 0 for tf in G,   - e.  In a system 

x,,...,x  of coordinates near e which are fitted to the X 

— that is to say, x.(e) = 0 and xSc. (e) = 6.. — the function 
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p 

9 behaves like Ex. near e. 

Once 9 has been fixed it is an easy consequence of the 

lemma that fcr every f in (g an(* every positive c one can 

find a function g in £"o6 such that |f(T) - g(?)l £ c 9 (?) 

for all T in u\ 

This being so, we prove that 

S.f (e) - f(e)      T r 
(1) Af = lim -*-*—r  = lim r  p+ (dcr)[f(<r) - f(e)] 

t^O     z tviO  Jj 
2 </ A,, 

exists for every f in fo .  Given e > 0, take g in /J so 

that  |f(r) - g(T)l | c <P(tf).  Then 

|i yPt(do-)f(cr) - | / pt(dcr)g(c-)| | & J pt(<tx) 9(cr), 

and the term on the right is (/(e) because 9 is in A/, Con- 

sequently, ~ fpt(do-)[f(a) - f(e)] differs by <^(c) from 

r j p (dcr)[g(o") - g(e)J; since the latter function tends to a 

limit as t decreases to zero (since g is in P)  and since c 

is arbitrary, the limit in (1) must exist. 

Consider the family of positive measures 

Ft(E) = | J  9(cr)pt(dcr) 
E 

defined on L . Since lim f   J 9(o-)p. (dcr) exists the family is 
/        t-*0 t J t 

uniformly bounded for all t; and according to the relation (1) 

which we have just proved the integral 

f(cr)Ft(dcr) 

C-e 

;onverges, as t » 0, for every f in (p  which vanishes at e, 

* 

1- 
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Hence the F.(E) tend weakly on (A. - e to a bounded measure 

F(E).  It follows that for a function f in 7J    vanishing at 

e, we have 

| J f (crWcr)pt(d(T) -» J   f(cr)F(dcr). 

9 ?-• 
Again making use of the lemma in part D of Section 2, we 

determine elements x-.x... of $/{(&      so that x.(e) = xi-(e) = 

i i i i 
X x., (e) = 0, X x. (e) = 6^, and X XJxk,(e) are zero unless 

the pair i,j is the same as the pair k,l —in which case the 

value is 1 if i 4 J and 2 if i = j.  Thus the x±  serve 

as a coordinate system at e and the x.. behave like the pro- 

ducts x.x. through terms of second order at e. 

Take any f in %2    and set f(e) = c, Xf,(e) = c,, 

X^-X^Cf - Eckxk)#(e) = c... Then f - c - Zoix±  - 2 2ciixii 

is in ^p  and has the form h<P with h in {j    and h(e) = 0. 

Hence, setting 

bi = t^O* JPt(dcr)xi(cr)>  bij = \$*0\ j Pt(dcr)xij(cr) 

we have 

u, stf-(e) -f(e). llm M*yk * I atAi».w + llm sto*).<.) 
tNo * t^o * fS» 0 * 

f f(cr) -  c - Zc.x.(o-) - i 2c. ,x. ,(o\) 
= zb1oi + zb^c^ +, J ^ _a_-ii_u_ m<r), 

where we have written out h explicitly in the last integral. 

Note that the integral  _ J x. ./9F(do*) makes sense, 

' 
-I- 
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because X
A*/V    is a bounded continuous function on (7 - e.    Thus 

we may drop the term * fzc. .x. .,/<PF(dcr) from the integral if 

we agree to adsorb it in the sum 2b. .c., by changing the values 

of the b. . appropriately. After this change is made we can 

write 

(2) Af = 2aiX
if>(e)+2aiJX

1X'3f.(e)+  / /f (cr) -f (e) -SX1!, (e) .x^oiJGC 

r 
= A^f.Ce) + Apf^(e) + /7f(cr) - f(e) - ZX^#(e)xi(o)lG(doi 

in just one way with symmetric a.. (see part A of Section 2), 

and G(E) is the positive measure 

G(E) =  r^yF(dcr),   EC^-e 

E 

Here the measure G(iO and the operator Ap are uniquely 

determined by A, whereas A,  is determined only after the x. 

have been chosen. To see this note first that for f in ^2 

and vanishing near e 

Af =  ff(cr)G(dcr), 

which proves that G(E) is uniquely defined.  That being so, 

the part of A not accounted for by the integral is also well 

defined once the x. are chosenj but changing the x^ changes 

only A-,, so Ap is uniquely defined by A. 

It is easy to verify that Ap is elliptic —that is to say, 

the form 2aii )u ~\,    is positive semi-definite. To see this 

we confine our attention to those f in jj o To  for which 
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f(e) = X^.Ce) = 0 and f(?)  I  0 for ? * e.  Since f(e) = 

min f(cr) and S.f (?-) > 0 for all -r c /y , we have 

n ; v; 
(40    Af = 11m £ 8tf#(e) = A2f.(e) +  / f(cr) G(do-) £ 0. 

Assume, for the sake of arguing by reductio ad absurdum, that 

A2f#(e)  is negative for some such f. Making use of the lemma 

in part D of Section 2 we construct a sequence of functions f,, 

of the same type as f, such that X^f^Ce) = x¥f((e) and 

|fk(cr) G(do-) ~» 0 as k ->   co. 

Thus for large k we have Af, < 0, which contradicts (M0. 

Now, the matrices (X X^f.(e)) range over all positive 

semi-definite matrices.  Since  A_f9(e)  is 

always non-negative the form Za.,  X. \.    must therefore be 

positive semi-definite. 

When demonstrating in the next section that P    always 

includes H>       we must know beforehand that the linear functional 
r,o 

A on (p  completely determines the probability semi-group S. 

from which it is derived.  To see this note first that A on 

"ft)   determines the constants ai and a.. and the measure 

G(E), so that A is determined on all of *&   •     Now consider 

any f in ^  which is constant outside a compact set not 

containing a* since such functions are dense in lj>   it will 

suffice to prove that A on "$  determines S.f for all 

positive t.  It follows from the discussion of p.(a,E) that 

3.f (a) has the constant value f(a). Also S.f belongs to 

75 » because the derivatives of f vanish outside a compact 

i_t 
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set. Hence, setting f0(?) = f(t) and ft(r) = Stf#(r) for 

positive t, we obtain a continuous function f*.(^) on [0, co)xu, 

which satisfies the equations 

dtAa) 
-TE~-= ° 

*•> i ( 
ST" = "» S  3sV.(r) - St*-M rC ^ s ^0 

&8&tX.W   "   &tr«irJ 6C^ 

= MLJ3tf) 

= A1ft(^)+A2ftj[r)
+  /)ft(rcr)-ft(r)-2X

ift(2')xi(or)|G(dcr). 

I- 
The fact that S.f is uniquely determined by A on J   is 

therefore equivalent to the following statement, which is but 

a particular instance of the preliminary result in part E of 

Section 2 because A~ is elliptic: Let g+C?') he a continuous 

function on [0,oo)x6 such that g0(^) = 0 for all t    In Ct 

g+.(a) = 0 for all positive t,   tx  exists for all positive 

7= dt 

t and all if   in cZ, g*.(?/) is twice differentiable on (*    for 

each positive t.  If also 

jF~ = Vt-(r)+A2gt.(r)+ (let
(''';o')"gt(r;)"EX gt(r) V^r^00 

then g+.(T) must vanish identically. This completes the proof 

that A on %       determines the semi-group S.. 

h.    The Generation of Probability 5efflj,-Grpu,ps 

The preceding section shows that a probability semi-group 

defines on ~&      a linear functional which uniquely determines 

— 
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the semi-group. Turning matters around, we now prove that every 

linear functional on %       satisfying the obvious necessary condi- 

tions gives rise to a probability semi-group. 
p 

Let the linear functional A be defined on &  by 

(1) Af = 2a1X
if#(e)+2ai;JX

:LXJf.(e)+   (Jt(cr)-f(e)-ZXif.(e)x1(or)VG(dff) 

1 -° 
where the a.^, a...,  x., and G satisfy the following conditions 

(a) x1,...,xn cj , x±(e)  = 0, X^. (e) = b^ 

(b) aij = a^, Za^. \^ \,  }  0 for all ,\ ± 

(c) G(£) = ( mFzt  F(dcr), where F is a bounded positive 

E 

measure on U  - e and 9 is a function in £  with 

9(e) = Xi9.(e) = 0, xVv.Ce) = b..,     9(r) > 0 for 

T c  <j - e. 

It is clear that (1) then defines a bounded linear func- 

tional on the Banach space Q       and that the equations 

(2) Nf.(r) = A(L f)    Ted 
* t 

Nf.(a) = lim A(L f) s 0 

define a bounded linear transformation from %       to <J>.    We are 

going to show that N is the restriction to 5>  of the infini- 

tesimal generator of exactly one probability semi-group. 

First let us consider an A which can be written 

(3) Af = , J jf(or) - f(e)| G(dcr) 

f-9 
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with G a bounded positive measure on w - e; such an A is 

obviously a special case of (1).  Then N is given by the 

expression 

OO      Nf.(r) =_ (lt<x<r) - f(ro| G(do-) ?cL 

and this equation defines N as a linear transformation from 

the submanifold '<£2 of &' to (P itself which has bound 

||N||0 = 
2G((j- e) wnen I If il0 

is taken as the norm on Xs>2. 

Consequently N extends by continuity to become a linear trans- 

formation N: Tj -» J with the bound 2G( 0 - e) and the same 

expression (h)  for all f c ~C . 

It follows that the S. = exp(tN) for t £ 0 form a semi- 

group of bounded linear transformations on ^   which is con- 

tinuous in the norm topology of operators.  Since Nf.(r ) ^ 0 

whenever f(T* ) = min f(t)     the lemma in part E of Section 2 

assures us that min 3. f £ min f for t > 0 and f c^. Finally, 

3.  commutes with left translation of U,    because N does so. f 
Thus whenever k    has the form (3) the corresponding N 

is the restriction to %      of the infinitesimal generator of a 

probability semi-group. 

V/e settle the general case by approximating. First, however, 

we must establish a number of incidental results. 

The measure G(E) occuring in (1) is such that the integral 
t 
j 9(0") G(dcr) is finite', by the same reasoning as in Section 

1 it follows that we may assume L    to be separable.  In this 

• 
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We use these facts in proving a critical lemma. 

Lemma. Let R  be the infinitesimal generator of a probability 

semi-group si. Suppose that M.  is defined on %      and that 

as k ->co the function M. f converges in the norm of (pt  say 

to Mf, for every f in Tt   . Then si 'f converges, say to 

S^f, for every f in TJ   and t > Oj the transformations S^ 

form a probability semi-group; and the infinitesimal generator 

of S.  is defined on '(0      and coincides there with M. 

First we have 

dS      f 

I"—fe— "o-   llB?Vilo«IIVllo 

for f in &   i  so tne st *• considered as functions of t, 
32 have a common modulus of continuity, provided f is in u   . 

The result preceding the lemma may now be applied to obtain a 

(\r) 
subsequence, which we again denote by 5>  , and a probability 

(k) semi-group S.  having the property that S> f -» S.f for 

every f c "£. 

We recall that in the theory of semi-groups one proves that 

the linear transformation 

op 

(5) R(k)f = / e^sj^f dt 

is a one-to-one transformation whose bound on 1» is 1 and 

which maps Co    onto the domain $1  of R . Also 

(6) R(k)f - R^l^f = f    for f c lVk. 

Lot us pass to the limit here. We define R by an equation 

—f. 
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similar to (5) and denote by M the infinitesimal generator of 
3 O 

S^. Taking an f in o  and letting k->oo, equation (6) becomes 

Rf - RMf = f    f c£2. 

This equation tells us first that f is in the range of R, 

hence in the domain of M; next, that Mf = Mf, for Mf satis- 

fies the same equation as Mf and R is one-to-one. This 

proves the lemma for the subsequence. But note that according 

to the result at the end of Section 2 M determines 3. j so 

our construction of S.  does not depend on the subsequence 

chosen, A familiar argument then shows that the full original 

sequence of semi-groups must converge to S. . 

V/e are now in a position to show that a linear functional 

given by (1), with conditions (a)(b)(c) holding, defines by 

"• 2 
equations (2) the restriction N to '^  of the infinitesimal 

generator of a probability semi-group. 

Consider an A of the form 

(7)      Af = _ f\tW  - f(e) - 2Xif(e).x1(crA G(dcr) 

cre 7 with G bounded on LA-  e. We may write 

Af = Xf.(e) +   / (f(oi - f(e)j G(dcr) 

where X = -2 • ( / x±(v)  GCdcrn.X1 is an element of the Lie 

algebra of L  . We have seen in part C of Section 2 that there 

is a sequonce of bounded positive measures u.  on y 

that  f  /fCToi - f(tf) J ^(dcr) -» Xf in S whenever f 

- e such 
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belongs to 7$   .  Now, by what has already been proved, the trans- 

formations 

\f.(r) =    _ f|f(rcO - fir)\  j G(do-) + /^(do-)^ 

are the generators of probability semi-groups. Hence, according 

to the lemma, the N defined by A is the restriction to to 

of the infinitesimal generator of a probability semi-group. 

The same argument disposes of an A of the form 

Af = Ea1Xi + ((f(o-)  - f(e) - EXif.(e)x1(o-)| G(dcr) 

when G is bounded on u -  e. 

Consider now the general case. Take a sequence of bounded 

positive measures p,     on U - e so that   ! ^f(rcr) - f(t))  ^i.(dcr) 

tends in lj>     to Ea^X^f for every f in ^2 and let Gk(E) 

be the bounded measure on (j -  e defined by G, (ii) = G(Efl(6 - l(k)) 

where U^    is a decreasing sequence of compact neighborhoods of 

e shrinking down to o.  If we define 

N^f.C?) = Ea^f.Cr) + _ ^(f(ro)-f(r)) J\^dcr)  + 

-e 

J if(^cr)-f(r')-SXif.(i')x1(cr)| Gk(dcr) 

G -e 
then N,  coincides on Q   with the infinitesimal generator of 

a probability semi-group and also \f-> Nf in To    for every 

f in £2.  Hence N is the restriction to %2    of the infini- 

tesimal generator of a probability semi-group. 

At this point we can verify that the infinitesimal generator 
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of a probability semi-group is always defined on u>   .  Let 3^ 

be the semi-group and A the linear functional on it       derived 

from the S^ as in Section 3. When this A is taken as the A 

of equation (1), the equations(2) define the restriction N to 

S~2 — 
of the infinitesimal generator of some semi-group, say D.. 

But, according to the last result of Section 3, the two semi- 

groups S.  and S.  must coincide, for they induce the same 

linear functional A on Xo   • 

5. Statement of Results 

Collecting what we have proved in the preceding sections 

we have: 

Theorem 1.  Let S.  be a probability semi-group on a Lie group 

(j .  The infinitesimal generator M of 3.  is defined at least 

on u>       and has there the expression 

(1) Mf.(T') = 2aiX
if.(r') + Zai.xVf.(r)  + 

fjfCrcr) - f(f) - ZX1f.(r)xi(cr)J G(dcr), 

1 
-e 

whero 

r;p i 
(a) xlf...,xn e (j   , xi(e) = 0, X Xj.(e) = &iJ 

(b) a±. = a^, Eai- A>i A . £ 0 for all  A, 

( —l (c)  G(E) = mfta F(do~), where F is a bounded positive 

a 

measure on U  - e and 9 is in U>      with <P(e) = 

X^.Ce) = 0, xV?.(e) = b±y    9(t) > 0 for T e 6 - e. 
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rivJ The measure G and the operator 2a. ..X XJ are determined by 

3^ independently of the choice of the X  and xi< Moreover 

the restriction of M to X*      determines the semi-group S.. 
"~"   O ri# 

Conversely, if the operator M: 7J  -> u is defined by 

(1) and if conditions (a)(b)(c) are satisfied, then M is 

the restriction to {#  of the infinitesimal generator exactly 

one probability semi-group. 

V/e add a few remarks. 

First, G(a) = 0 if Pt(a) = 0 for some t > 0; conversely, 

Pt(a) = 0 for all t > 0 if G(a) = 0. 

Second, M is a bounded operator on %    if and only if 

(2) Mf.(r) = 

f! 
[f(rcr) - f(r)] F(dcr) 

with F a positive bounded measure on 6 - e. 

Third, if ,'/ is discrete then M is necessarily of the 

form (2).     * 

Fourth, the set of generators of probability semi-groups 

is a positive cone in which operators of the form (2) are dense. 

To be precise, let 7^1, be the set of restrictions to 'Xt       of 

infinitesimal generators of probability semi-groups. Then i'TL 

is closed under the operation of forming linear combinations 

with positive coefficients; furthermore 7/1/ is closed in the 

strong topology of linear operators from the Banach space $ 

to lj , and the operators (2) are dense in ffl   in this topology 

(see the Lemma of Section k  and the subsequent argument). 

Finally, we sketch the probability interpretation of our 

-i-i- 
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_-l« results. The definition qt(o",3) = p.(cr E) yields the transi- 

tion probabilities of a stationary Markoff process on (A,   (as- 

suming that Pt(a) = 0) which is the invariant under left trans- 

lations, qATcrt?E>)  = q.(cr,E).  By choosing an appropriate 

probability space one may 'realize' the transition probabili- 

ties by a stationary process of random variables X.  with 

values in (4,  and independent increments. This is to say, 

0 < s < t 

1 
Pr[x's\  CE}=  pt-8(B) 

r-l r-1 -1 and the increments X. X. ,X. X. ,...,X.  X.  are independent 
zl z2    Z2  Z3 VI tk 

if 0 < tx < ... < tk. 

If M has the simple form A(L - 1)  the process X, 

becomes a Poisson process in this sense-  If the cyclic group 

H is infinite an easy calculation shows that 

z k=0 K* 

and Xt has the distribution Pr j Xt **A = e"
/^t(>t)k/k.' or 

0 according as k £ 0 or k < 0.  If \cr\     has finite order 

r then 

3.f.(oO = Z K. (Xt) f(Ao-K) 
z k=0 * 

where K,(t) = e" 2 t /1J , the sum being extended over 1 = k 

mod r, 1^0. 

For an M of the form (2) we have 

p+(e) = 1 - t P((7- e) + o(t)  t-»0 

Pt(E) = t P(E) + o(t)  E C u  -  e, t-»0. 
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Thus Pr fx"^ = el^ 1 - (t - s) F(<2- e) and 

Pr jXg^ c E! ~(t - s) F(E) for t - s small and S C G.  - e. 

If M = A, then 3.  is Just right multiplication by the 

group element exp(tA,). The processes for which M = A^ + L^ 

are the 'generalized' Gaussian processes? a detailed construction 

of such processes may be found in [1], 

6. self-adjoint Probability 5emi-groups. 

When the P*.(E) corresponding to 3t are symmetric in the 

sense that P*.(E) = p^(JE), where J is the involution o*-» o*~ 

extended to h    by setting J(a) = a, the infinitesimal generator 

M — or, what amounts to the same thing, the functional A 

derived from M — can be written in a particularly simple form. 

It follows from the invariance of Pt(E) that G(JE) = G(E), 

so that the integral 

( [f(a) - f(e) - ZXif.(e)xi(a)J G(dcr) 

ra 
may be written 

\       ( [f(o-) + fCcr"1) - 2f(e) - S^f. (e)[x1(o-)+xi(a"
1) >]G(doO. 

/*9 f Here the integrals  / [x^c) + xi(cr
i)] G(doO exist in the 

ordinary sense because x,(oi + xi(cr ) is of second order at 

e. This being so we may write, adsorbing the last terms under 

the integral into A-,, 

(1) Af = Axf.(e) + A2f.(e) + \    f [f(cr) + f(<r 1) - 2f(e)] G(dcr) 

f  ~e      + G(a)[f(a) - f(e)]. 

m  
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It is clear that A must take on the same values for f and 

f s f «J.  In view of the facts that A-jf.(e) = -A^f.Ce), that 

A2 is a second order operator, and that the last two terms of 

(1) remain unchanged when f is replaced by f, —we must have 

A1 = 0.  Then A~ must also satisfy the condition A0f.(e) = 

A2f.(e). So we may says  If the p+(E) satisfy Pt(JE) = P^(E) 

then the linear functional A derived from the semi-group 5. 

may be written 

(2) Af = Z^f.Ce) + I  / [f(o-) + fCo-"1) - 2f(e)] G(dcr) + 

(    ' G(a)[f(a) - f(e)] 

where the functional f ->  Apf.(e) and the measure G are in- 

variant under J. Moreover M and S.  are completely deter- 

mined by the restriction of A to the class of functions f 

in To2    satisfying f(cr) = fCo^1). 

The symmetry we have just discussed implies many interest- 

ing properties, both probabilistic and analytical, of the semi- 

group S..  In the simplest case, that of discrete u   and 

p^(a) = 0, it is equivalent to symmetry of the transition pro- 

babilities 

qt(or,zO = Pt(cr" z)  = Pt( 
-1o-) = qt(r»cr). 

In the general situation the symmetry expresses itself most 

significantly in terms of the Markoff transition probabilities 

inverse to the ones introduced in the preceding section.  To 

carry out this interpretation in detail would, however, lead 

us to far astray; instead, we develop one of the analytical con- 

sequences of the symmetry. 
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Let S.  be a probability semi-group whose associated 

measures p+.(E) are confined to U    itself, and let L  be 

the Hilbert space of functions on u    which are square in- 

cegrable with respect to the right invariant Haar measure v* . 

The formula 

Ttf.(r) = j   f(7cr) pt(dcr)  f c L2 

; 
then defines T.  as a linear transformation, with bound one, 

2 
of IT into itself; and the T.  clearly form a semi-group 

p 
satisfying lim T.f = f for every f in L , so that the 

infinitesimal generator N is defined on a dense subset of 
2 

L .  It is easy to see that N coincides with the infini- 

tesimal generator M of the semi-group 3,  on the set of those 

functions f in ^2 for which f, X*f, xVf    all belong to 
p 

L  (and hence vanish at infinity). 

We are going to find necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the T.  to be normal or self-adjoint operators. Since 

>• glTT^Cd-rt / f (Tor)p. (do-) =  f f(r)JMdr)  /' g(re/1)p. (dcr) 

t      7       h      -J 
the adjoint of T.  is 

T*f.(?) =  L f«cr)p£(dcr) 

where P+.(£) = Pt(«IE), a notation we shall employ later on for 

other measures too. A simple calculation shows that T.  is 

normal if and only if p. * p' = p' * p.  and that TV is self- 

adjoint if and only if p' = p. . 

i_l 
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Let us assume that all T. are normal and draw some conclu- 

sions aDOuc N. Zero is never a characteristic value of 1^, 

because T.f-> f as t-» 0; consequently we have the represen- 

tation 

Ttf =  I    etzE(dz)f 

where the complex spectral measure E is confined to the half 

plane (J.z  g 0 because each T  has bound one. It follows 

that the infinitesimal generator N is the normal transforma- 

tion j zE(dz)f, defined for every f in L2 for which the 

integral  / |z| (E(dz)f,f) is finite.  One can verify this in 

the following way: If j jz|2(E(dz)f,f) is finite then 

||i(Ttf - f) -  fzE(dz)f ||2 = j -| |etz-l-tz|2(E(dz)f,f) 

and the last integral tends to zero with t, because the integrand 

tends to zero and is less than  |z|  for (J^z  £ 0. Conversely, 

1 2 
if rd-fc*1 - f) converges in L  as t decreases to zero, then 

for some constant K 

K > lim sup ||r(T.f - f) ||2 

t^O  t Z 

= lim sup I4- |etz - l|2 (E(dz)f,f) 
t^O  ) t 

>  (lim -^|etz - 1|2 (E(dz)f,f) 

= J |z|2 (E(dz)f,f), 

so that f belongs to the domain of the transformation 

j zE(dz)f and the preceding argument applies. 
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We translate now the conditions on the P*.(£) into con- 

ditions on the generator M by means of two remarks, whose 

proof we leave to the reader. 

1      2 First, consider two probability semi-groups S.  and S^ 

12        12 with generators M  and M . For 3^ and S.  to commute for 

all positive s and t it is necessary and sufficient that 

M¥f = MVf for all f belonging to Z   . 

Second, let S.  be a probability semi-group with generator 

M, associated measures pt(E), and associated linear functional 

A. Then A'f = A(foJ) is obviously a linear functional which 

defines the generator M1 of a probability semi-group Si. 

The measures associated with Si are precisely the P+(E) = P*.(JE) 

From these remarks it follows that the statements 

pt * pt = pt * pt and pt = pt are ecluivalent respectively 

to S.S' = S^St and S£ = 3t and hence to MM1 = M'M and 

M = M«. 

Let us consider the special case in which 

Af =  j  [f(cr) - f(e)] G(dcr) 

with G a bounded measure on U - e.    Then T^. is normal if t 
and only if G * G' = G' * G.  The necessity follows at once 

from the fact that G is the weak limit of the measures 

rPi.(E) and the sufficiency is proved by noting that the infini- 
2 

tesimal generator N of the T.  is defined on all of L  by 

the formula 

Nf.(r) =  ( [f(rcr) - f(f)] G(do-), 

U -e 
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and using the same reasoning as for the transformations T.. 

It is hardly worthwhile to write down the commutativity of M 

and M' in the general case in terms of the three components 

of M, for the relations are too cumbersome to be of use. 

The condition M = M1 is equivalent, as we have seen, to 

the fact that A can be written in the special form (2), with 

of course G(Q) = 0 if we are dealing with the transformations 

V 
V/e have proved incidentally that A-, and Ap occuring 

in the resolution of the infinitesimal generator N are 

always normal and that A~    is even self adjoint. 
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